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MUDCC FOCUS
MILTON ULLADULLA DISTRICT CAMERA CLUB

Welcome to

FOCUS

From the President

“Focus” will be published on a
quarterly basis. We want all
members to contribute, and we
hope that you will use the space
to talk about photography

In this issue
The President’s Message
Get to know your Committee
Photography can be Dangerous
Did you Know?
Q&A
Be Inspired
Coming Events
Plus

Barry is our new Club President and Secretary.
He is the public face of MUDCC and makes sure
that the Committee is running smoothly by
coordinating the various operating functions of
the Club.
Our new President joined the Club after settling in
the Little Forest area, with wife Penny, from Sydney
where he had spent many years working in the
financial services industry.
Barry is actively involved in number of local
community groups, is a keen bush walker and
environmentalist. His photography reflects his
outdoor interests and he describes it as being
“something I do for fun, rather than being a life
priority”.
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Get to know your Committee
Sue is the Gift Coordinator. Her job is to to source and
buy gifts and vouchers for the print
judges and guest presenters. She is
responsible for writing out the card
and making sure it is given to the
President or Monthly Leader before
the meeting.

Anna is our Communications Coordinator. She looks
after the Club's website and Facebook page, prepares
the monthly pieces for print media, writes the
definitions for the competition themes and curates the
monthly inspiration folders. Anna is a very visual
person with a strong aesthetic
appreciation across the arts. Her
love of photography runs deep and
was first sparked by the magic of
developing photos with her uncle.
She particularly enjoys macro, street
and landscape photography.

Eva’s role is Fundraising Coordinator
and she would be very happy to
listen to any new fundraising ideas.
She loves to travel so most of her
photos are from her travels.

Mike is responsible for this, the first quarterly news
letter, to be known as the “MUDCC
FOCUS”. He hopes you enjoy it. He
describes himself as a “long time
photographer with much to learn”, his
photographic output is eclectic. He
has tried his hand at most styles. At
the moment Landscape has
captured him. This area is such a
pristine part of the world
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Trish is the Competition Coordinator, she organises
the Print and Digital
presentations by liaising with
judges for the DPI competition.
She send them our entries for
critiquing and awards, and
presents the DPI competition
entries on the night. Including
judges comments. She keeps a
record of awards throughout the year and prints the
the Award Certificates for winners. She has only
been part of MUDCC since February this year. Trish
enjoys photographing birds and also macro
photography.
Kim is the Club Vice President, she assists the
President by standing in for him when he is unable
to attend. On meeting nights, She also provides
refreshments for the members.
She claims to be, a bit of an all
rounder when it comes to the
photo’s she takes. Her aim is to
increase her knowledge
overall. Seeing other members
work and hearing the judges
comments really helps.
Barry H, is the Excursions Coordinator and with
the assistance of fellow Committee Members,
coordinates events. Sending email to members
with the details. Plus helps out when needed. He
also assists with “Know your
camera” meetings. He uses
Adobe Photoshop Elements for
post editing, photography
interests include, Nature, Birds
and Landscapes.
Gina is the Club Treasurer
responsible for helping the
committee to manage the
financial affairs of the Club,
the Club's cash, assets and the
volunteers who handle them.
Also ensuring the collection of
all revenues and payment of all
financial obligations.
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Photography can be
Dangerous
By Mike Maher

It was 1960 and I had acquired a
German Zeiss Icon camera, 35mm
with bellows if memory serves me
correctly. I shot lots of images with
it but the negatives were all shop
processed.
Contact prints from the negative, were easy enough
to make and my next step was to I buy myself an
enlarger, which led to my take over of the family
bathroom/toilet as my darkroom. This was a
“convenience” which proved practical for me but
inconvenient for the family as we only had the one
such utility. The arrangement worked moderately
well but did call for understanding and patience
from my family. This, was not always forthcoming.
The set up had a proper red light and was light-tight
enough for exposing and developing the print paper
the processing of negatives was another matter.
Negatives require total blackout and that was a
problem for me. The enlarger and developing dishes
lived on a board on top of the bath, while the toilet
seat was a good place to rest while waiting for a long
exposure. But if I was to develop the negatives I had
to have total black for success.
I considered a number of options but there was no
place I could find which would be completely light
tight. But suddenly, I had a eureka moment. I would
use the wardrobe in the bedroom that I shared with
my eleven year old brother…what could possibly go
wrong?
The wardrobe was free standing, a utilitarian thing
made of light ply with just enough room for a few
clothes. But after more detailed investigation I was
happy it could do the job if I was quick. With some of
the clothes removed there would be just enough
room for me and the limited equipment. Surplus
clothes would come in useful to plug the gaps
where light might seep in.

My next problem was to manage the complex task
of loading the tank. A developing tank (for all you
young people), was a plastic cylinder with two lids,
the first lid had a light-safe hole in the top for
pouring the developer and
fixer in while the second was
a secure lid so that the tank
could be shaken and tipped
upside down to agitate the
chemistry and enhance the
processing. There was also a
stirrer or agitator stick that could be inserted
through a hole in the first lid.
But, none of the above could happen until the the
film had been loaded into the cylinder. The tricky
part of the this process was the threading of the
film into the spiral cylinder that then fitted into the
drum. No part of the exposed film was allowed to
touch itself, as the chemistry needed to reach every
surface of the negative film. This was the part
where I had to work in total darkness. The whole
operation required a certain amount of skill, of
which I had none, this would be my first real
attempt. I was just a little nervous.
I chose daytime for this event as the house would
be empty. On reflection not a good idea if darkness
is what you are seeking. But, hey, this was England
and it was a typical murky day. We hadn’t seen the
sun for a month or more. I pulled the curtains and
closed the door to the bedroom plugging the gaps
with excess clothes from the wardrobe. It wasn’t
perfect but it would do. I then placed the parts of
the tank on the floor of the wardrobe, carefully
memorising where each part would be and
clambered inside myself…this was going to work I
told myself. It was very dark but also quite warm
and it took a few minutes before I could find the
parts despite my careful planning. In the end they
came to hand…it was all going to plan.
While I had practiced loading film in daylight this
was to be my first attempt at loading exposed
negative in total darkness. The first thing I
realised was that I should have trimmed the
leading edge of the film so that it fed easily into
the spiral…I had no scissors. Damn! downstairs to
raid my Mums sewing kit. I could trim the leading
edge in daylight at this point as the film was still
safe in its cassette. Once done it was back in the
wardrobe and the safety of darkness. At this point
things started to happen quickly. The tank
components had moved since I first put them in
the wardrobe but some fumbling found them. I
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had the spiral in my hand, but was it the correct
way round?

ran for it. He kept out of my way for quite a while
after that.

I stripped a length of negative from the cassette
remembering to feel for the curve in the emulsion
to identify the right way up and started to feed it.
It wasn’t going into the groove…the spiral was the
wrong way round. I had better hurry my light tight
wardrobe wasn’t so light tight after all and it was
getting very warm. Finally the film was sliding into
place, it was working. Elated, I pulled the remaining
film out of the cassette and worked it faster. I was
sweating.

Dad gave me a stern but amused lecture, trying
hard not to show any sign of seeing the funny
side…while my Mum told me it was all my fault and
I should have known better. My little brother? Well,
he got off scot free which didn’t seem quite right to
me and my exposed and unprotected negatives
were ruined and lost forever.

I needed to detach the end of the film from the
cassette which was always taped in place, but I’d
left the scissors outside. I was on the edge of panic.
With the cassette secure my hand and the end of
the negative clenched firmly in my teeth I ripped
the film out of the cassette. The film was almost in
the spiral but things were happening beyond my
control. The inside of the wardrobe was getting
stuffier and lighter by the minute, the negative was
again stuck in the spiral. Then my worst fears were
realised as I heard the bedroom door open. Only
one thing to do…PANIC ! So I screamed…

“DON’T OPEN THE WARDROBE !”
The intruder was my little brother…my screamed
request was very naive. He was eleven years old…
he was never going to saunter over to the wardrobe
saying “what can I do to help you Big Brother”.
His reaction was inevitable, he grabbed the two
small wardrobe handles and was pulling as hard as
he could, while I struggled with a tenuous grip from
the inside doing the opposite. For a short while it
was stalemate as we wrestled for control, but like a
yacht fighting a heavy swell the wardrobe started
to sway.
With all the energy that I was expending, the heat
inside the wardrobe had become intolerable. I
should have called it quits, but at this time
rationality and calm decision making didn’t enter
my head. I hung onto the slender grip I had on my
side of the door as if my life depended on it, and
exploded with expletives far too grown up for my
brothers tender years

In my mind I am confident that those lost negatives
were masterpieces and that they still exist,
somewhere, out there in the ether, alongside works
by Ansel Adams, Henri Cartier-Bresson and others.
Well we all have our dreams..don’t we?

Useful Tips for the
Green Photographer
Your eye’s are your biggest asset
The best camera is the one
you have with you at the time
Its OK to use your camera on auto
Experiment, you will learn
from mistakes
Shoot what you love
Learn to use space, don’t
cramp your subject

The wardrobe finally swayed one time too many,
ending up crashing to the bedroom floor with me
still inside. The thin plywood splitting into many
bits all over the place. I was trapped, laying on the
doors which were laying on the floor…I had to kick
the back off the wardrobe to get out. As to my
brother, somehow he missed being squashed and
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Care for your camera
Above all…Enjoy your photography
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Did You Know ?
When attending your friends wedding, have you promised to shoot candid
photos for the Bride and Groom? Do you turn up at the wedding loaded down
with a large DSLR? If so, are you aware that you are well known to any Pro
Photographer charged with the task of taking the wedding photos? How do I
know this?...I read it on the internet. The article said, “Uncle Bob can often be
found in the photographer’s way or in the photograph unnecessarily.”
They know you well. Your name is “Uncle Bob” unless you may be a woman,
then it’s likely to be “Aunty Robina”. It seems they don’t hold us amateur
photographers in too high esteem.
In a way we can sympathise a little with their position, it’s a difficult job I
suppose...as a guest “Uncle Bob” is likely to be a very good friend of the Bride
and Groom and the parents for that matter. They can hardly tell you, to
“bugger off, you’re in my way”.
Having said that, almost all photographers Pro or “Uncle Bob’” are frustrated
by people getting in the shot. For the Pro it’s an occupational hazard that, for
the good wedding photographer should be manageable, it comes with the
territory. To the other sort of Pro, I say get over it. Wedding are a happy day
and should not be spoilt by conflict between a Pro and “Uncle Bob”. A little bit
of understanding on both sides is what’s needed.

It’s a bit like Where’s Wally kids…can you spot Uncle Bob?

Welcome To
New Members
Milton Ulladulla District
Camera Club

Jocelyn Bowles
Kerry Ryan
Peter Fagan
Shu Zang
Cath Nolan
Estelle Anderson
Robyn Maher
We welcome you and hope
you enjoy your photography at
MUDCC
We look forward seeing your photos.
and if you need any help settling in
please talk to any of our
Committee Members, who will be
pleased to help you out

Escape ARTFest
2019
Thursday 10th to
Sunday 13th October

Be There
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Q&A
Q&A is where we hope to answer some
puzzling photographic questions

This very first question comes from new member Shu Zang

“I have seen photos that are part black and white
and part colour. How is that done ?”
1. First open the colour photo that you want to change in Photoshop and save it. I have only worked with
JPG files for this but it’s possible it could work with other formats.
2. In Photoshop go to the top horizontal menu and choose: LAYER >NEW ADJUSTMENT LAYER>BLACK AND
WHITE. You will then see a small dialogue box. Click the “OK” box.
3. Your picture will have changed to Black and White. You now need to check the two boxes near
the bottom of the vertical menu, left hand side of your screen. The top box must be black if it’s not
you will need to change it.
4. If you need to change it. Click on the top box, it will take you to a Dialogue Box (colour picker)
that lets you choose a whole rage of colours. Your mouse will see a small round curser, you can use that to
find the black you need. Just drag the curser to the bottom where you will see black and then click OK.
5. Now comes the fun bit. Select the “Brush Tool” from the tool menu. Be careful there
are other tools in this same box. Open the box by holding down the option key (mac)
then click and hold your mouse. There are four brushes in the box. The one you want
should be at the the top.
6. Now you can start painting in the colour you want to reveal. If you are painting an area which is against a
black background you don’t have to be too careful but, against a white or light background if your hand is
not steady it can be frustrating and easy to stray over the edges. If you make an error go to the the top pull
down menu, EDIT where you can undo the paint brush as many time as you like.
7. One final thing you will need to flatten the image before you save (this brings the layers together). Go to
“Layers” in the the top main menu. You will find “Flatten” at the bottom of the dropdown. Click “Flatten” and
then “save as” the file with a different name to the original. Note: this is just one method, among many and
the technique can easily be overdone, so only use this if it will add something to your image.

To Mono and Pop

From all Colour
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It was a wonderful evening enjoyed by us all. Not only was it educational, it was lovely to look at. This slide
show had been so well thought out, the music that accompanied each set added to the beauty of the
images. The underwater photography was astonishing and spontaneous gasps and wow’s could be heard
as each slide was revealed. Colin complemented the visual treat by describing what we were seeing with
technical back up. Bird photography was covered and described as multi challenging but from the work we
saw, Colin has had more than a few successes. There was also a Q&A section which worked really well and
questions were asked and answered at all skill levels. In short there was something for all levels of the
membership. So thank you Colin, the evening was wonderful and much appreciated by all. We urge anyone
who was unable be there on the night, check out his web presence below.
https://www.flickr.com/photos/130937089@N04/

Program July 2019 to June 2020
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Be Inspired
Henri Cartier - Bresson 1908 - 2004, is perhaps the Grandfather of what we now call “Street Photography”. Back
in the day it was mostly called “Photo Journalism”. The phrase “the Decisive Moment” is associated with Henri and
is very apparent when his images are viewed. His photos capture a moment in time which is significant. They
evoke a story or a precious moment that would have been lost if the shutter had opened a second too early or
late. He used a range finder camera, a Leica no less, and he operated it with precision. His technique was to work
slowly, he would do so by raising the Leica to his eye carefully not to alert the subject, the decisive moment
already in his “Minds Eye”. He claimed the crop was done in the camera, no post processing, no second chance.

Selective Focus
This is the First edition of the new Quarterly “MUDCC FOCUS”, I certainly had fun building
it. But, the aim is to make it as much more about the membership. To this end…I need the
help of all Club members, I need your input. I hope you find this issue interesting but, it
wasn’t possible to to make it as relevant to members as I want. This is a forum for you the
members and I hope that you will use it in that way.
At the right of this section you will
see my email address, please use it to voice comment. By all mean send me images but
more than that contribute to the Q&A section, sharing problems or solving them. Share photographic tricks
you have picked up. Give us a personal perspective on photography. What post processing software do you
use and why…Photoshop is not the only option. Lastly please let me know what you want to see in FOCUS,
the above are just my suggestions, I repeat this is your forum
Mike Maher

michael@bilgolafoto.com.au
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